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In Cl], Jategaonkar shows that if R is a right Artinian ring, J its Jacob- 
son radical, and f: R + R a monomorphism, thenf(J) c J. In [2], Renault 
raises an analogous question for Noetherian rings: If R is right Noetherian, 
N its nilpotent radical, and f: R + R a monomorphism, is f( N) c N? A par- 
tial answer is provided by the following 
THEOREM. Let R be a right Noetherian ring with identity which also 
satisfies the ascending chain condition for left annihilators, N its nilpotent 
radical. Zf f: R + R is a monomorphism, then f(N) c N. 
In particular, the result holds whenever R is right Artinian (with iden- 
tity) or both left and right Noetherian. It would be interesting to know if it 
is true for any right Noetherian ring. If R and f are as in the theorem, we 
then use the result to determine the nilpotent radical of the Ore extension 
RCXf 1. 
Throughout the sequel, let R, N, and f be as above. Here is the setting 
for the proof: 
For S c R, let Z(S) = ( XERIXS=O}. For Zc R, let ZdR mean that Zis 
an ideal of R. Without loss of generality, assume f(R) + R. Let R. = R, 
and for i = 1, 2, 3 ,..., let Ri = f '(R). Thus 
R, q RI 7 R, 7 *-. 7 Rip, yz Ri q Ri+l..-. 
Let Ni be the nilpotent radical of R,. Note that N, 4 R, and for i > 1, Ni is 
a nilpotent subring of R. 
A final piece of notation will be: For S c R, let Zi(S) = Z(S) n Ri. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let i, n E N. Zf S is a subring of Ri such that 
fi(Sn) = li[(SRi)“] 4 Ri 
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then 
z;(Y+ ‘) = z;[(SR,)“+ ‘1. 
Proof: That lj[(SRi)“+l] c l;(,Y+‘) is clear. Conversely, XE ,;(sIl+‘) * 
xSR,c li[(SRi)n], so that XEI,[(SR,)~+‘]. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let {Sj}jeN be a sequence of subsets of R such that for 
each j, Sj = fj(S,). Then for all i, j, k E N, 
f ~i(li+k(Si+,))=Ik(Sj). 
Proof: li+ k(Si+i) = f ‘(Z,J Sj)). Taking the inverse image of f i on both 
sides now proves the proposition. 
LEMMA 1. Let {Sj} be as in the hypothesis of Proposition 2. Suppose 
there exist i,, j, E N such that 
Z~~(Sj~)=Zio(Sjo+,)- ‘.. =Zio(Sjo+,)= .“. 
Then in fact for all i E N, 
Zi(S,) = ZJS,) = . . . = Zi(Sjo) = . . . . 
(1) 
Proof: First suppose i, < j,. Then (1) gives, in particular, 
zjo(sjo)=zio(sjo+,)= ... =Zjo(Sjo+,)= ‘... (2) 
Using Proposition 2 with i = jO, k = 0, j = 0, 1, 2,... in turn, and taking f -AI 
of each term in (2) gives 
Z(S,)=Z(S,)= ... =Z(S,,)= ... 
and the result follows. 
If j, < i,, (1) gives in particular 
Z,(S,)=Z,(Si~+,)= .” =Zjo(S,+,)= “’ 
and arguing as in the first case finishes the proof. 
LEMMA 2. For all i, Jo N, the subring 
Ni+Ni+I+ “’ +lV,+j 
of Ri is nilpotent. 
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Proof Becausef’ is a homomorphism, it is enough to show that for all 
jEfW, NO+N,+ .f* +Niis nilpotent: 
(i) If Z is a nilpotent ideal of R and S a nilpotent subring, then Z + S 
is a nilpotent subring: Say P = S” = 0. (I+ S)n has 2” - 1 nonzero terms, 
each containing a factor of Z and therefore sitting in I. Thus 
(Z+S)“cZ+S”=Z; (z+S)“mcIm=O. 
(ii) Now the proposition can be proved by induction on j. For j = 1, 
it is the special case No + N, of (i). Suppose No + N, + . . . + Nj is nilpotent. 
Consider 
No+N, + ...Nj+Nj+l =No+f(No+NI+ ... +Nj). 
The term f(N, + N, + . . . + N,) of the right side is a nilpotent subring, thus 
by (i) so is the entire sum. 
Proof of Theorem. Suppose f(N) & N, i.e., N, R fails to be nilpotent. 
This is to say that for i<j, NjR, also fails to be nilpotent. Consider the 
chain of right ideals 
NOcNO+N,Rc ... cNO+N,R+ .-. +NjRc ..’ 
which by the Noetherian condition stabilizes. Let i be minimal so that 
NiRcNO+N,R+ ... +Ni-,R. Let 
A,=NO+N,R+ **. + N,dIR, Aj= f'(A,) 
B,=No+N,+ *.. +Ni_,, Bj = f'( B,). 
Note that {Bj} is a sequence of nilpotent subrings, that Aj= BjRj, and 
that if j’ < j then BjRjc 2 Ajx Bj. By the minimality of i, for each n = 
1, 2, 3,... we have 
A;;zA~=J ..a +xAi”+,~> ... 
and correspondingly, 
I(A;;)cl(A;)c *.. cl(AJ)c *** 
which by ACC for left annihilators must stabilize. Applying Lemma 1 to 
the sequence {A;} gives 
/(A;) = QA;) = . . . = (A;) = . . . . (3) 
For each n, R,A;f c A;, so that /,(A;) u R,; (3) shows that each /,(A;) -a Ri. 
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Taking n = 1, it is trivial that f,(1p, Ri) = li(B,) for all j. Assume for induc- 
tive purposes that if j 3 i, lj[ (<,R,)“] = I,(B;). Because for j B i, 
(B,R,)” 3 Ai” II By 
it follows that 
l,(B;) = f&4;) = li[(BiRi)“]. 
Since li(A~) -=I R,, Proposition 1 gives Zj(By + If = i,[(BjRj)“+ ‘1. TINIS for 
all n, 
j>i=+l,(Bj)“=li[(BjRi)“]. (4) 
But Bj is nilpotent, whereas BjRi is (the image of) a sum of right ideals 
each failing to be nilpotent. If n is larger than the index of nilpotency of Bj, 
(4) necessarily fails. With this contradiction, the theorem is proved. 
THE RADICAL OF THE ORE EXTENSION. Let R, N, and f be as in the 
theorem and consider the Ore extension R[X;f]. The nilpotent radical of 
the extension has not been known. Using the theorem, this is seen to be 
precisely N[X, f]. 
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